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Two self-assembling systems SAMs (self-assembled monolayers) and
aggregates based on CA'M (cyanuric acid.melamine lattice) - iu'e not unique in non-
covalent synthesis, but they illustrate many of the ideas of non-covalent synthesis, and
suggest the ways in which this area differs in its philosophy and objectives from covalent
synthesis.

L. Targets for Synthesis

What are the current targets for organic synthesis? The traditional activity of
organic chemistry has been to synthesize molecules. The history of organic synthesis is
reflected in its target molecules: dyes, polymers, specialty chemicals, natural products

and pharmaceuticals have each been a favored subject at some period in the development

of synthetic chemistry. A second function of organic synthesis has been to develop
technolo gy - often using molecules isolated from nature as stimuli - that is generally

useful in synthesis.

The targets of synthetic activity - that is, the areas in which new methods and
new strategies are most needed - are defined by the areas of science and technology that
are themselves especially active and that rely heavily on molecules and materials. Four
areas (among others) seem especially to define the fields that require new syntheses and
synthetic technology:

1.1. MEDICINE

The pharmaceutical industry continues to require a high level of expertise in
organic synthesis. While the specific classes of compounds tbat are required in medicinal
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chemistry change with time, the strategies used to synthesize them represent an

extension of paradigms that are now familiar in organic synthesis. Increasing emphasis

and creativity is being placed on the development of low-cost processes, on processes that

yield ehantiomerically pure compounds, and on environmentally friendly Processes.

These challenging problems make certain that chemists will continue to be an important

part of medicinal chemistry for as long as new drugs are developed.

T.2. BIOLOGY

Biology is now posing a range of new types of challenges to synthesis. Current

efforts in the synthesis of molecules relevant to biology are concentrated on the major

classes of biomolecules: polypeptides, proteins, nucleic acids and oligosaccharides. The

need for efficient methods for the synthesis of biomolecules has been a valuable stimulus

to synthetic chemistry. This motivation has resulted in several new methodologies

including the incorporation of synthetic methods based on enzymes and fermentation into

standard synthetic technology, and in the generation of new methodologies applicable to

water-soluble and charged species, and to linear macromolecules such as proteins and
' polynucleotides. It seems probable that biological synthesis, in the future, will be a

hybrid of chemical and biochemical methods, with the particular set of methods chosen

depending on the efficiency and appropriateness of each to the problem at hand.

Advanced targets for organic synthesis relevant to biolo gy - for example, the synthesis

of catalytically functional aggregates, of self-replicating structures, or of simple viruses

- are still too complex to attract the attention of other than the most adventurous.

1.3. MATERTALS SCIENCE

Participation in materials science requires a more substantial change in attitude for

organic synthesis than does biology. In biology, the targets are molecules with unfamiliar

properties (for chemists) in that they have high molecular weights, are water soluble and

are often highty charged. They are, nonetheless, stlll molecules. In materials science, the

targets of synthesis are often molecules that either form or perfonn as aSSregates. In

many materials systems, the properties of interest may depend absolutely on aggregation

or collective behavior. For example, liquid crystals, organic conductors and polymer

matrices for high-performance composites all depend on the behavior of collections of

molecules: the characteristics of single molecules are important only to the extent that

they contribute to collective behavior. In synthesis directed toward materials, the desired



physical properties cannot be dissociated from synthesis, and a more complete
understanding of the relationships between synthesis, processing and properties are
required.

1.4. EN\{IRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY SYNTHESIS

Probably the most serious problem now facing the chemical industry is to
develop environmentally compatible technology for synthesis (especially large-scale
synthesis). The field of environmentally friendly synthesis is a peculiar one. It is
unarguably important, and it presents a range of interesting and engaging challenges.
Despite these characteristics, very few academic synthetic chemists are working in it.
Why? One reason is that the attention of the community of synthetic chemists has not yet

been caught; a second is that there are surprisingly few leads to appropriate processes,
and surprisingly few really good new ideas; a third is that economic and regulatory
considerations are an integral part of all environmental synthesis, and academic chemists
have traditionally been uncomfortable in problems requiring an understanding of
'economics. 

Whether the field of environmental synthesis is ultimately attacked by
'chemistry or by chemical engineering remains to be seen.

2. Covalent and Non-covalent Synthesis

Organic synthesis has been dominated by a single intellectual paradigm - that of

"covalent synthesis." In this paradigm, molecules - that is, collections of atoms

connected by strong, kinetically stable covalent bonds - are constructed in a series of

steps focused on stepwise, efficient formation of covalent bonds. Are there alternatives

to this paradigm? Both biology and materials science are replete with instances in which

the crucial structural elements involve non-covalent bonding: examples include

interactions between proteins in aggregates, the interactions that give molecular and

liquid crystals their structures and properties, and the interactions that hold together the

two strands of DNA itself. In each of these types of strucfures, covalent interactions are

important, but they are not sufficient: it is often possible to modify or even cleave the

amino acids in a protein and retain function, but the same polypeptide sequence in native

and denatured states have very different function. In short, both covalent and non-

covalent interactions are important.



One alternative to covalent synthesis as a paradigm in organic synthesis is its

semantic converse - non-covalent synthesis. This paradigm is as important in complex

systems as covalent synthesis. Instead of energetically strong interactions dictated by

bond enthalpies, non-covalent synthesis utilizes weaker, non-covalent interactions that

are governed by equilibrium thermodyamics: entropic considerations become as

important as enthalpic ones. Non-covalent synthesis will never replace covalent

synthesis: the components of a complex structure will undoubtedly always be based on

covalent bonds. The assembly of these components into a functional aggre9ate can,

however, be accomplished by either covalent or non-covalent methods.

What are the advantages of non-covalent synthesis? One way of addressing the

question is to ask where non-covalent processes are already established to be important.

One answer - and not necessarily the only answer - is when very large structures are

required, and when the function of these structures must be controlled at room

temperature. There is no practical method of making a molecule of the three-dimensional

complexity of a protein by covalent synthesis: two-dimensional synthesis based on a

reactions with very high yields, followed by non-covalent assembly (folding) is a more

practical procedure. The resulting structures are, of course, unstable at even moderately

elevated temperatures (one wonders what strategies life might have evolved if it had been

necessary to survive environments of 500 C!). Similarly, the synthesis of a macroscopic

crystal, one bond at a time, is entirely out of the question. Non-covalent synthesis is a

strategy that is suited for preparation of these ensembles, where the yield losses that

inevitably accompany covalent synthesis are unacceptable. Non-covalent bonding -

aggregation, association, folding, annealing - is an efficient strategy, ild one that can,

in principle, proceed in l00%o yield!

The issue of control is a more complex subject, and often has (at least in

biological contexts) to do with transitions between different but well-defined

conformational states. Although there are strong arguments for non-covalent structures

(and non-covalent synthesis) in systems subject to modulation and control at room

temperature, we will not address this subject here other than to note the obvious: only

non-covalent structures based on bonds of strengths comParable to kT can be

interconverted by thermal processes.



2.1. PRECENDENTS FOR NON-COVALENT SYNTHESIS

There are a wide range of precendents for non-covalent synthesis. Biological
stnrctures present a number of strategies based on structures in which hydrogen bonds
and hydrophobic interactions are crucial []. Molecular crystals provide another very
important set (and one in which the basic rules are srill not defined!) 12-51. Liquid
crystals [6], black lipid films [7], micelles and liposomes [8], clathrates and co-crystals

[9], bubble rafts [l0], and phase-separated polymers [11], provide others. Nor
surprisingly, non-covalent interactions between covalently structured molecules are
important and common throughout complex systems; what is missing is a rational
process for using these interactions in synthesis.

2.2. TI{ERMODYNAIvIIC A}.ID KINETIC CONSIDERATIONS IN NON-COVALENT

SYNTIIESIS

A key idea in non-covalent synthesis is the importation of new ideas of bonding

into synthesis. Covalent synthesis is based on the use of strong, kinetically stable

networks of bonds to assemble kinetically metastable structures. A wide range of bond-

types - coordination bonds, hydrogen bonds, charge transfer interactions, hydrophobic

interactions, charge-charge interactions - are available for the construction of new

strucfures, but have been largely ignored as explicit components of, synthetic strategies
(although they have, of course, been the object of extensive interest in physical organic

chemistry, molecular recognition, biochemistry, solid-state chemistry and other areas).

Other types of considerations a.re also important: for example, considerations of enthalpy

dominate considerations of the energetics of covalent synthesis; in non-covalent

synthesis, enthalpy and entropy are both important. When entropy enters considerations

of synthetic strategy, ideas such as preorganization become important tlzl .

3. Systems

We have focused our work in non-covalent synthesis on two systems: self-

assembled, two-dimensional monolayers based on ordered structures of alkanethiolates

chemisorbed on gold, and soluble three-dimensional aggregates held together by
hydrogen bonds, and based on the lattice formed by the 1:l aggregate of cyanuric acid
and melamine (CA.M).
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Figure 1. Representations of the CA.M lanice (left) and a
SAN{ (right, X = CH3, OH, COOH, C}1, etc.)

3.1. SELF-ASSEMBLED MONOLA\'ERS

Self-assembled monolayers (SAlvIs) of long chain organic compounds on surfaces

of metals and metal oxides are increasingly useful in applications which require

structurally well-defined substrates. They are easily prepared in a wide variety of

structures (thicknesses, degree of order, chain orientation with respect to the surface) and

a range of functional groups can be incorporated into them. Several systems of SAMs

have been investigated extensively, including those formed from alkanethiolates on gold,

silver 113, 141and copper [13, 15], atkanecarboxylic acids on alumina [6-18], alkane-

hydroxamic acids on metal oxides F9l, alkanephosphonates [20-24] on zirconium and

aluminum oxides, alkyltrichlorosilanes or alkoxysilanes on silica 125-28J and Langmuir-

Blodgett films on a range of supports [29, 30]. Of these, SAJvIs of alkanethiolates on

gold - a system first used for rational organic surface chemistry by Nuzzo, Allara and

coworkers [3]-33] - has attracted the most attention. This system is exceptionally easy

to work with, and is relatively stable. More importantly, it is very easy to introduce

complex functionality onto a surface using it, and it thus offers a high potential for

complex synthesis. SAMs are already significantly advanced as systems in materials

science, and applications for them are appearing rapidly.



3.2. CYANURIC ACID.MELAIvIINE LATTICE

A second type of problem that we have examined is the design and synthesis of
complex, high-molecular weight ag$egated of molecules held together by networks of
hydrogen bond. We have chosen to work with ag$egates derived from the lattice of
hydrogen bonds formed from the I : 1 aggre gate of cyanuric acid and melamine (CA.M)

I34l . This system has the advantage that synthesis of the molecules required is relatively
straightforward, and that the components have high symmetry. A range of structures
based on this system have been prepared. Simply mixing arbitrary derivatives of
cyanuric acid and melamine together usually does not generate the desired species
containing the cyclic CA3M3 "rosette": either the components dissociate in solution, or
they precipitate as insoluble disordered aggregates or as linear or crinkled tapes.

Two types of designs have been successful in generating stable aggregates based
on the CA'M lattice (Figure 2, left). In one, one set of components (typically the
melamines, since they are easier to manipulate synthetically than are the cyanuric acids)
is "preorganized" by attachment to a common "hub". This strategy encourages formation
of the desired aggregates by reducing the change in translational (and perhaps
conformational) entropy required to form the aggregate (relative to the corresponding
change for the components independently free in solution). The second strategy
introduces large substituents into the components to discourage formation of tapes and
other, non-rosette structures by introducing large unfavorable steric interactions into these
structures (Figure 2, right). There is, of course, an rich literature in the subject of
molecular recognition, with extensive work in systems that exhibit of the phenomena of
molecular recognition by Hamilton [34], Rebek [35], Stoddard [36], Irhn [37J, Sauvage

[38J, Zimmerman [39], Breslow [40], Still t41l , Kunitake [a2], and Cram lLZ,43l,
among others.

PERIPTIERAL CROWDINGPREORGANIZATION
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rosette tape

Figure- 2. Schematic representations gf .preorganization of three melamine by covalent
attachment ot a center hub (left) and the formation of a rosette structure dueio large
groups (depicted here as spheres).qy peripheral crowdinS (righ|. Melamines an-d

cyanunc acld are represented as disks.



4. SELF.ASSEMBLED MONOLAYERS

SAMs illustrate a strategy for synthesis based on the idea of reduction in

dimensionality. The generic idea underlying SAMs is to use a surface, or some other

two-dimensional or pseudo two-dimensional systems, as a template and to assemble

molecules on it in reasonably predictable geometry using appropriate coordination

chemistry to connect the surface with the adsorbed molecules. For this strategy to work,

one needs:

o { suitable coupling reaction to connect the adsorbate to the surface.

. Sufficient in-plane mobility for the adsorbate (at some stage in the Processes

that form the SAM) to allow it to order and to form a highly structured

crystalline or quasicrystalline surface phase.

. A geometry for the adsorbate that is compatible with an ordered surface phase.

. The capability to pattern the system in the plane of the surface.

The flrst of these requirements is obvious: without coupling to the surface, the

SAI4 cannot exist. The second is required to achieve high order. If the molecules cannot

move on the surface, they cannot order. Bonding to the surface that is too tight interferes

with the development of the ordered, crystalline, thermodynamic minimum state- The

third requiremsnf - an appropriate geometry - is currently not well understood. Most

work with SAMs has been carried out with derivatives of fatty acids. These structures

crystalli ze Ln the solid state in layers, with the long axes of the chains approximately

parallel. Placing the same molecule in a SAM effectively freezes one plane from the

crystal on an appropriate surface. How many other structures that forrr layers in the

crystal can be transferred to a SAIvI remains to be established; there is virtually nothing

known about the SAIvIs that might be drawn from most classes of organic molecules.

The fourth requirement - for techniques to form patterns in the plane of the

SAM - is important for the development of molecule-like structures on surfaces.

Consider a circular patch of SAM of a C16 hydrocarbon on a surface having a radius of

50 nm (this radius is now achievable using relatively straightfonvard techniques which

we describe below). This patch will contain approximately 4x104 molecules, and have a

"molecular weight" of approximately 107 D. This size is in the same range as very large

polymers, and thus is approaching dimensions familiar to organic synthetic chemists

(albeit from the upper range, rather than from the more familiar smaller sizes).



Patterning will, we believe, be an essential part of connecting self-assembling and non-
covalent synthesis with more conventional methods of synthesis, and also will be
essential for many applications requiring structures in the meso range of sizes.

The chemistry and structures of SAMs of alkanethiolates on gold have been
extensively studied, and need not be reviewed here t44). In brief, when fully equilibrated
and in their most stable form, these SAMs seem to be two-dimensional quasicrystals,
with the sulfur headgroups epita,''dal on the gold surface. A 30o tilt of the trans-extended
alkane chains brings these chains into van der Waals contact. Functional groups present
on the termini of the chains are exposed to the solution. Conformational disorder in the
system is concentrated in the terrninal regions of the chains.

4.1. CHARACTERZATION

Characterization of these structures can be accomplished using a number of
techniques, with the most useful being XPS [45], polarized infrared external reflectance
spectroscopy (PIERS) [46-48], measurement of contact angles, ellipsometry [49,50] and,
increasingly, STM/AFM t5l-541. Computation has also been very useful in
'understanding 

the order in these structures [55, 56]

4.2. MESO-SCALE STRUCTURES: MCRO-CONTACT PRINTING (pCP)

We have developed a number of techniques for patterning SAI\{s in the plane of
the monolayer t57-el. The objective of these methods is to provide procedures for
achieving tme meso-scale fabrication - that is, fabrication leading to stmctures with
dimensions in the range of l0 nm to 10 U.m - using techniques available in synthetic
chemical laboratories. The most versatile of these techniques is one based on contact
printing (which we call microconract printing, pcp) [60, &).

In microcontact printing, a pattern of a SAIvI (typically that from hexadecanethiol,
since it performs well in pCP) is formed by a technique in which an elastomeric stamp is
"inked" with the thiol, and then brought into contact with the surface of the gold.
Features present on the stamp are transferred to patterns of SAM on the surface with
remarkable fidelity: in favorable circumstances, it is possible to produce patterns with
feature sizes of 200 nm, and with edge resolution for these features of approximately 50
nm. Once the initial pattern has been produced, the unpatterned areas can be filled in by
exposure to a solution of another alkanethiol, an additional pattern can be generated by



stamping, or the initial pattern can be used as a mask to protect the gold film from

etchants. This technique can, therefore, be used either to generate patterns of SAMs on a

continuous gold film, or to generate discontinuous patterns of gold.

-rf>

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of a pattern formed by pCP followed

by chemical etching to remove gold not protected by the SAM.

The stamp used in pCP is most commonly fabricated by photolithographic

procedures. An image is transferred into a film of photoresist, the exposed resist is

developed to produce a three-dimensional structure, and this structure is then covered

with the prepolymer from which the stamp is to be formed (typically

poly(dimethylsiloxane), PDMS). The PDMS is allowed to cure, and then peeled from the

master.
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Figure 4. Schematic of the process used for pCp.

Because PDMS is an elastomer, it can generate confonnal contact with a surface that is
rough. We have not defined its ability to conform to steps, irregular surface topologies
and imperfections on the surface of a gold film, but the fidelity of the contact printing
does not seem to be limited by this capabiliry. The abiliry of pCP to generate sharp edges
depends on the production of autophobic SAlvIs: in these systems, the extent of reactive
spreading of the alkanethiol is limiled by the fact that the SAI4 that it forms is not wer by
it, and definition of the edge of the SAM is determined by some combination of the rate
of reactive spreading and the rate of formation of an organized, autophobic SAIyI.

4..3. EXTENSIONS TO QUASI THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURES.

Patterned gold structures on the surface of silicon/silicon dioxide can be used, in
combination with anisotropic etches for silicon, to form three-dimensional structures of
the surface of the silicon (Figure 5). Although there are serious limits to the types of
structures that can be formed using these procedures, they are unquestionably useful in
generating simple surface topologies (grooves, plateaus, ridges, etc.).

si

si



Figure 5. SEM micrographs of a three-dimensional structure
fabricated by forming patterned SAlvIs and then using
appropriate selective etches for gold and silicon [64].

5. ITYDROGEN BONDED AGGREGATES BASED ON TTTF CA.M LATTICE

These structures are, in principle, more easily envisioned than SAIvIs: they do not

involve reduced dimensionality or cooperative effects such as crystallization. They are

bffectively the application of the principles of molecular recognition to the assembly of

large, three-dimensional structures. In practice, they are remarkably diffrcult to design, in

part because controlling their entropy challenges the depth of understanding in organic of

the second law of thermodynamics.

To achieve three-dimensional, non-covalent aggregates one needs:

Bonding processes that occur at equilibrium, to permit the structure to reach a

thermodynamic minimum

Interactions that are directional, to simplify the task of design

Practical synthesis of the components

Applicable strategies such as "preorganization" to reduce the entropic cost of

aggregation.

We have selected systems based on the CA.M lattice as being the simplest that we

could identify that seemed to fit these criteria. The system is a very successful one,

although it has so far generated aggregates of only intermediate sizes (Figure 6). These

systems are easy to synthesize (although not necessarily easy to design!). They provide

o

o

a



wide latitude in three-dimensional structure, but stability, characterization and application
are at a much earlier stage.
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5.1. CHARACTERZATION

Characterization of these hydrogen-bonded aggregates poses some interesting
challenges. It has not been possible to use mass spectroscopy with them: under all
conditions that we have tried (including electrospray), they dissociate on introduction into

4.1



the spectrometer. Single-crystal x-ray diffraction has also not been generally useful

because it has not been possible to grow crystals (although one relevant crystal stmcture

of an aggregate containing a rosette has been obtained) t741. A range of techniques have,

howevei, provided information that has conributed to characterization of the complexes.

Vapor pressure osmometry gives a approximate measure of average molecular weight.

(A major uncertainty with VPO is compensating simultaneously for the non-idealities in

the solution behavior of the aggregate and the internal standard. If this problem could be

solved, VPO would be a very valuable quantitative technique.) Proton NMR

spectroscopy, especially of the N-H region characteristic of the cyanuric acid moieties, is

exceptionally useful in showing the symmetry of the aggregates, and in revealing the

presence of isomers [75]. Gel permeation chromatography has been astonishingly useful

in providing qualitative indications of stabiliry. The peak shape of an aggregate as it

emerges from the gel permeation column immediately gives an indication of the rate at

which the aggregate dissociates on the column: if the peak is sharp, dissociation is slow

relative to the time of passage through the column, and the complex is relatively stable;

if the peak is broad and tails, dissociation is probably occurring on the colurnn. Although

qualitative, GPC provides a highly useful method of screening aggeg^tes for relative

stability.

The set of methods currently used for charactenzation provides a set of strong

inferences that can help to prove or disprove a hypothesized structure for an aggregate.

They do not provide the type of unambiguous proof of structure on which much of

organic chemistry is built, and the development of new techniques for the

characterization of non-covalent aggegates would be a welcome and useful addition to

the field.

5.2. LARGE STRUCTURES

The current techniques for the design and preparation of hydrogen-bonded

aggregates offer relatively straightforward approaches to structures with molecular

weights in the range of 5 - 8 kD; extensions of these techniques should make it possible

to prepare aggregates with molecular weights of approximately 10 kD. (The range we

have set as a target is substantially larger. Proteins of average size are typically 30 kD;

tRNAs are closer to 100 kD.)



6. PROGNOSIS: WHAT CAN NON-COVALENT SYNTIIESIS OFFER?

Non-covdent synthesis offers one approach to large, structured collections of
molecules (and hence of atoms and functional groups). Covalent synthesis provides the
most flexible methodology now available for preparing stable molecules with sizes up to

a few hundred atoms and a few thousand molecular weight. Beyond this range, either the

flexibility of the synthetic method is compromised in order to achieve the required overall
yield (as in polymerization), or yields become very (often impractically) small. Non-

covalent structures may provide a compromise between the structural precision of

covalent synthesis but unattractive yields characteristic of covalent synthesis, and the

high molecular weights but weak structural specification provided by polymerization.

Non-covalent aggregates are, however, generally less stable than covalent molecules. (It

is, however, worth noting the obvious: not all covalent molecules are stable; some non-

covalent systems are very stable - CA.M, which survives for substantial periods of time

at 300 "C is an example; high stabiliry is not required in all applications.)

6.I. STRUCTURE

The development of methods for generating large structures by non-covalent

synthesis will certainly occur. Aggregates based on the CA.M structure are moving

rapidly toward the sizes characteristic of small biopolymers; it should be equally possible

to extend aggregates of the types exarrrined by I€hn and coworkers - based on transition

metal coordination compounds - into this range of sizes t371. Whether patterned SAMs

should be considered "aggregates" or even the products of non-covalent synthesis is an

issue partially of semantics, but these structures are now made in very large sizes

routinely, and methodology is moving from these macroscopic aggregates ( I c^2 of a

SAM of hexadecanethiolate on gold contains approximately 5x1014 molecules of the

thiolate, or 3x1016 atoms, excluding the gold atoms in the system) to sizes more

recognizable as quasimolecular entities (a 100 nm x 100 nm square of SAM - a size that

can now be approached experimentally - contains 5x104 molecules of alkanethiolate,

and has a molecular weight of approximately 107).

Non-covalent synthesis is thus approaching molecular aggregates in the range

considered "big" from both below and above, and with development will provide a
number of new methods of synthesizing (or "fabricating") these types of structures.



6.2. FUNCTION

SAMs are already established as providing a range of functions. They control

surface'properties such as interfacial free energy 1761, wettability 158, 77, 781 and

adhesion strengh [79-81]; they influence corrosion [82J and adhesion [83-85]; they can

act as resists [59, 60, 86, 87]; they serve as electroactive layers on electrodes t88-941.

Many more functions will undoubted be developed for this class of materials. Hydrogen-

bonded aggregates have, as yet, no functions.

7. WIIAT LIMITS NON.COVALENT SYNTHESIS?

In the short term, the most serious limitation to the construction of large, soluble

aggregates by non-covalent synthesis is probably the absence of systems that can be used

to build stable aggregates in water. Most work in non-covalent synthesis is presently

carried out in the traditional, non-aqueous solvents of organic chemistry. Hydrogen

bonding is the bond type most used in assembly (metal-ligand coordination is probably
'second) 

of the aggregates. Going to water-soluble systems, and incorporating
'hydrophobic interactions into the design of the aggregates, would not only make the

systems more relevant to biochemistry, but, perhaps more importantly, provide reliable

strategies based on incorporation of charged groups to keep the relatively structured and

conformationally limited species that are the targets of this kind of work in solution. It is

not an accident that the backbone of DNA has a charged phosphate between every base,

or that proteins are at their lowest solubility when at their isoelectric point (where they

are overall electrically neutral).

In the long term, the most pressing need for non-covalent synthesis and self-

assembly of macromolecular assemblies is to find applications for them. The state of

these activities depends upon the area. SAMs and some other systems directed toward

rnaterials science are finding a number of applications in areas ranging from protective

coatings to sensors. Applications for the hydrogen-bonded aggregates are substantially

less obvious. Catalysis by design is still unattainable in any field, and it is not likely that

enzyme-like activity will emerge soon from these aggregates; applications in materials

science are just beginning to be explored.
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